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The Mission

+

Planet Sayari’s mission is to help companies developing their 
investment projects by taking advantage of our system, of our 
Crowd funding structure and of financial programs under the aegis 
of the Banks

Planet Sayari works by exploiting the potential of the decentralized 
market, crypto currencies and the Blockchain system as a first 
stage.Finally, taking advantage of financial programs offered and 
guar-anteed by the top banks.

These two systems of the current financial world allow our organi-
zation to provide various business owners to obtain the desired 
and necessary amount of money to develop their own investment 
projects.
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The Problems Faced when
Financing Projects
The cryptocurrency market is distinguished from all the other 
financial and non-financial markets by extreme volatility and price 
variation.

We have repeatedly witnessed the performance of a currency, 
seeing it growing in its initial value, and then falling to the great dis-
appointment of the investors.

Most of the projects that approached crowd funding through the 
new Blockchain system failed in the all-or-nothing goal for several 
reasons:

These aspects inevitably deter risk-averse investors and Blockchain
developers from entering the crypto space.

Firstly due to the fact that the volatile 

markets leads to an instability of 

available capital.

Secondly most of the projects are able to 

collect only a minimal amount of Soft 

Financing, which does not allow the realization 

of the project .
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The Investors are afraid of losing their investment

The Project owners fear that their project will fall victim to a 
manipulation of market prices.
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So we ask ourselves:

Our challenge

How is it possible to keep market volatility and the level of
exposure safe and under control on the part of investors?

How is it possible to give that final touch to the financing of 
projects unable to reach the total financing with the  Block-
chain system?

These are the missing ingredients that would allow all projects to 
safely approach the world of the Blockchain seen by our vision and 
our system.

While it is true that the cryptocurrency market is characterized by a 
certain volatility and that the risk for the investor can vary according 
to the degree of risk with which he wants to invest, i.e. in STAKING 
or in VESTING, it is equally true that in the minting of new Tokens 
based on a given project, the goodness and feasibility of the project 
itself is the dominant factor.

Once the feasibility, the executive summary, the profitability of the 
project and the list of securities have been verified, a project is ap- 
proved and the team begins to prepare the documentation for the 
ONBOARDING and the partial incorporation of the project into the 
Planet Sayari .
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The technological and digital part is what characterizes this initial 
part of ONBOARDING

This is the normal procedure that a crowdfunding company using the 
Blockchain system generally performs to arrive at a result.
And the problems are many:

In most cases the loans fail because they do not reach the total 
financing and a Soft Financing is not enough for starting the project.

Preparation of main documents.

Minting of Tokens

Pre Sale of tokens at really 
advantageous prices

Listing of tokens on an 
international exchange.

Start of an advertising campaign
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This is where our organization 
makes the difference

Starting from this moment the raising 
procedures begins.

Planet Sayari does not require the payment of costs, commitments 
with money.
Planet Sayari during the ONBOARDING incorporates a part of the 
project     under a Holding regime and becomes a financial and 
operational partner of the project itself, joining the company that 
owns the project or joining the SPV setted  up to develop the 
project itself.

Let's take a generic example:
The CLIENT LTD comes to us asking for assistance in developing 
a project.
Having analyzed and approved the preliminary documentation, we 
proceed with the ONBOARDING of the project.
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Blockchain Investment 
Protocols

Investors who trust us are always able 
to see the composition of the portfolio.

Investors can choose the degree of risk 
before making any investment

Investors can choose which currency will 
pay out in when the portfolio exits the 
market.

Investors can also choose the sums to 
invest by taking advantage of any bonuses 
in the case of investments of a certain 
level.



The amounts of FIAT money that will be available in our current ac-
counts will give us the possibility to access financial programs. 
These sums will be managed by Top Banks and through the securi-
ty protocols of the banks themselves they will be transacted gener-
ating substantial profits

The money of our Blockchain investors is never put at risk and the 
Top Banks give the guarantee on the financial operations carried 
out and performed.

Token Sayari L ite Paper

Banking Investment 
Protocols

$$

$$$$
$$
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Abstract

Cryptocurrency is a digital or virtual currency that uses cryptogra-
phy to secure transactions recorded in a public ledger called a 
Blockchain. Transactions are verified using strong encryption and 
coding which provides security and safety. Generally, but not 
always, Cryptocurrency is created through a process called mining 
and is held in digital wallets. It has become an alternative form of 
payment as the number of institutions and e-commerce websites 
accepting Cryptocurrencies is growing. Cryptocurrencies can cir-
culate without a monetary authority such as a central bank

ecentralization (DeFi) is a term used in the public Blockchain space 
to refer to peer-to-peer financial networks where two parties 
agree to exchange Cryptocurrency for goods or services without a 
third party being involved. In essence, it also refers to the transfer 
of control and decision-making from a centralized entity to a dis-
persed network. By distributing power and value across global sys-
tems, the exchange of information and value can become more 
efficient, equitable and open: more collaborative.

The first Cryptocurrency was Bitcoin, 
born in 2009 as open source software 
and still remains the best known to this 
day. There are thousands of cryptocur-
rencies today and more are expected in 
the future

What is Cryptocurrency

What is offspring
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Abstract

Ethereum is a decentralized open source Blockchain platform, 
co-created by Vitalik Buterin, which allows users to perform 
peer-to-peer transactions, receive interest, store non-fungible 
tokens, trade cryptocurrencies, etc. It is well known for its native 
token, Ether (ETH). The Ethereum network executes and tests ap-
plication code, called smart contracts, the building blocks of block-
chain technology. The process of creating a block of transactions 
to add to the Ethereum blockchain is called mining. Ethereum cur-
rently uses a proof-of-stake (PoS) blockchain.

ERC 20 is a technical standard used to define fungible tokens cre-
ated using the Ethereum Blockchain. Fabin Vogelstellar in 2015 
proposed the standard which was implemented in 2017. Basically, 
the standardization of the tokens allowed them to be transferred 
or exchanged for other tokens. As a technical standard, ERC 20 
covers a set of rules that all Ethereum-based platforms and tokens 
must follow. 

Ethereum network

ERC 20

Polygon, known as Matic Network, is a ~level two~ scalability solu-
tion committed to providing cheaper (and faster) transactions on 
the Ethereum network. It includes both a protocol and framework 
for building and connecting Ethereum-compatible blockchain net-
works. Its long-term vision is to become a seamlessly integrated 
hub for decentralized products and services.

Polygonal network
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Abstract

Financial instruments are assets that can be traded, or they can 
also be seen as packages of capital that may be traded. Most types 
of financial instruments provide efficient flow and transfer of capi-
tal all throughout the world's investors. These assets can be cash, a 
contractual right to deliver or receive cash or another type of finan-
cial instrument, or evidence of one's ownership of an entity. 

A Financial instrument is a real or virtual document representing a 
legal agreement involving any kind of monetary value. 

Financial instruments may also be divided according to an asset 
class, which depends on whether they are debt-based or equi-
ty-based. 
Foreign exchange instruments comprise a third, unique type of 
financial instrument.

Financial instruments may be divided into two types:
 
     Cash instruments 
     Derivative instruments

What Is a Financial Instrument
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Abstract

Financial instruments may be divided into two types: cash instru-
ments and derivative instruments

The values of cash instruments are directly influ-
enced and determined by the markets. These 
can be securities that are easily transferable.
Cash instruments may also be deposits and 
loans agreed upon by borrowers and lenders.

Types of Financial Instruments

Cash Instrument

The value and characteristics of derivative instruments are based on 
the vehicle’s underlying components, such as assets, interest rates, or 
indices. An equity options contract, for example, is a derivative be-
cause it derives its value from the underlying stock. The option gives 
the right, but not the obligation, to buy or sell the stock at a specified 
price and by a certain date. As the price of the stock rises and falls, so 
too does the value of the option although not necessarily by the 
same percentage.There can be over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives or 
exchange-traded derivatives. OTC is a market or process whereby 
securities–that are not listed on formal exchanges–are priced and 
traded

Derivative Instruments 
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Abstract

In a financial trading program, the spread between buying and sell-
ing banking instruments creates profits by buying low and selling 
high to a particular buyer. Since traders cannot use their own 
money to run a program, they seek out financially qualified and ca-
pable investors to provide collateral support for the initial new 
asset purchase.

In trading, a trader has locked in the first issue of an instrument – 
such as a standby letter of credit, bank guarantee or medium-term 
note – while, at the same time, the secondary buyer has been de-
ployed and is ready to take the asset at a higher price. However, 
the trader cannot execute the initial trade without showing finan-
cial standing, such as a line of credit; without it there is nothing to 
buy and sell

This is where the investor comes 
into play.

What is Financial Trading
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Abstract

Typically, a line of credit makes the trades work, and in order to get 
the line of credit, the trader must prove that an investor is offering 
his assets in cash or instruments to monetize. In many cases, the 
investor becomes a joint venture partner in the process of this 
monetization. The investor's money is never actually touched - it 
simply serves as collateral backing up the trade credit facility. Since 
the line of credit is generally non-refundable, non-recourse, or 
non-exhaustible, this means little or no risk to the investor of losing 
their money. This limits the risk that the underlying collateral will 
be exploited in the event of a default. For added security, the bank 
locks up the cash funds in an administrative hold, which prevents 
the credit line from running out during the commercial contract, or 
uses an acceptable instrument as backup. In the case of a banking 
instrument, the trader can legitimately use the instrument to sup-
port the credit line. Since the trader already has the "exit" buyer - 
the second buyer who takes the asset at the predetermined higher 
price - the profit spread has also been predetermined.

When profits are generated, they are usually split so that the inves-
tor shares the bounty, sometimes up to the full amount of the trade 
credit line, resulting in an 80 to 100% profit for the investor, some-
times more. Each program has different types of profit sharing with 
the trader, which are negotiated when the program is established 
with the client.

Investor
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Abstract
The security of trading in Private Placement is based on the fact 
that the transactions are executed as arbitrage. This means that 
the tools will be bought and resold immediately with predefined 
prices. A contract is made with a number of buyers and sellers, 
including outgoing buyers who mostly include large financial insti-
tutions, insurance companies, or extremely wealthy individuals. Ar-
bitrage contracts, provision of leveraged funds from banks, and 
settlements all follow time-tested and time-tested processes. 

When profits are generated, they are usually split so that the inves-
tor shares the bounty, sometimes up to the full amount of the trade 
credit line, resulting in an 80 to 100% profit for the investor, some-
times more. Each program has different types of profit sharing with 
the trader, which are negotiated when the program is established 
with the client.

The issued instruments are never sold directly to the exit-buyer, 
but to a chain of market participants. The banks involved are not 
allowed to participate directly in these transactions, but still profit 
indirectly by lending money with interest to the merchant as a line 
of credit. This is their leverage. Also, banks profit from the fees 
involved in every transaction. The customer's capital should not be 
used for transactions, as it is only reserved as an offsetting ("mir-
rored") balance against the credit line provided by the bank to the 
merchant.
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Road Map

The Vision is elaborated

Contact with Legal professionals for understanding 

the Vision in an international environment

Contacting the Basilar Team

AUG 2022

DEC 2022
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Establishment of the branch in 

Appropriate Jurisdiction

Establish the Vision

Creation of the brand and the 

application

Development of corporate 

strategy

Initial financing

Jan 2023

Feb 2023
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Pre Sale (ICO)

Coinage of the Token

Signing of collaborative contracts with 

traders

Sale of the Token to the public

New version of the website

Implementation of strategic programs 

and trading

Team building

Launch of the token in official Exchangers

Feb 2023

June 2023
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Establishment of the branch in 

Appropriate Jurisdiction

Establish the Vision

Creation of the brand and the 

application

Development of corporate 

strategy

June 2023

Dec 2023
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Meet the Team

Founding Members

1. Michele Cucchierato
2. Mădălina Paul

Marketing Department
• Initial Coing Offerings

• Campaigns

• Advertising

• Social Network

• Emails

IT Department

• Websites

• Tokens

• Cards 

• App

Legal Department

• Contracts

• Incorporations

• Due diligence

• Onboarding

Trading Department

• Coins Offering

• Trading Cryto

• Stability of the coin

• Tokenomics

Scouting Department

• Projects discovering

• Transaction

• Investments

Financial Department
• Banks – Payments - transactions
• Cards
• PPP
• Wallets
• Issuing of Bank Instruments
• Monetizing of Bank Instruments
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Tokenomics

Financial instruments are assets that can be traded, or they can 
also be seen as packages of capital that may be traded. Most types 
of financial instruments provide effcient flow and transfer of capi- 
tal all throughout the world's investors. These assets can be cash, a 
contractual right to deliver or receive cash or another type of finan- 
cial instrument, or evidence of one's ownership of an entity.

There are Two Billion utility tokens Sayari created on 
the Polygon blockchain. The starting price for the
token will be $0.05
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Of the One Billion tokens created, Planet Sayari will allocate tokens 
as follows: 55% for purchase. block and rewards, 5% for teams and 
ambassadors, 20% for marketing and partners, 10% for insurance 
and cash, 5% for founders, 5% for operations, legal and development

Launch date of Planet Sayari TOKEN on exchange: May 2023
Introductory price for Planet Sayari: $1

In the pre-sale , until the public stock exchange listing, the price of 
the token Planet Sayari will be directly related to the number of 
tokens sold. The price will increase by $0.05 for every 10 million 
tokens sold. To further ensure organic price growth and network 
stability, until the listing, we will sell all tokens Planet Sayari with 
delayed disbursement. Investors will be able to buy Planet Sayari in 
one of two forms:

Bonus: Investors will receive 50% of their purchase Planet Sayari 
as a bonus when they lock up the tokens for another year. This 
offer will motivate investors to hold and attract new investors.

Vesting: For all purchases, 20% of the tokens will be available 
three months after the purchase, while the remaining 80% of the 
tokens will be paid over a 12-month period.
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Token Utility
The Planet Sayari token is used to perform various financial activities 
on the platform, the primary ones being:

Launchpad: users can invest in the early stages of a blockchain
ecosystem developed for start-ups or existing businesses

Lock Tokens: users can lock-in some or all of their tokens for 
specific periods of time to receive rewards

Lock Tokens: users can exchange their tokens for fiat currencies
or other cryptocurrencies.

Send and Receive: users can exchange Planet Sayari tokens 
anywhere in the world with other users.

Portfolio Investing: users can use their Planet Sayari tokens to
invest in diverse digital asset portfolios with variable-risk.

Debit card: users will be able to use their Planet Sayari wallet to
make purchases at affiliated vendors.

Voting Rights: token holders will be able to shape the future of 
the platform and help determine which features should be priori- 
tized for development.
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How our Project 
is Funded

Token Sayari L ite Paper

Our project is financed by a mixed Blockchain and Financial 
Trading system. The initial stage will be characterized by the 
minting of Two Billion tokens which in part will be sold to 
investors.

01

Depending on the timing and stage of the tokens sale, there is 
going to be a second stage where the raised capital will be 
used in a financial trading program lasting 3 to 12 months. This 
will serve to consolidate company reserves.

01

Planet Sayari operating as a holding company must always have 
cash reserves available: to be used in small and medium finan-
cial programs which will always keep the company’s cash liquid-
ity flourising. Also to be used in supporting preliminary costs of 
new incorporated projects, identifiable in token issuance, IT 
professional and legal services and so forth.

01
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Utilization of
Funds

Token Sayari L ite Paper

The funds raised will be used as follows:

A part of the money accumulated by the investors will be used to 
get representative infrastructures, such as Headquarters or inter- 
national branches. All these will be done gradually and depending 
on the needs and  liquidity of the moment.
The headquarters will be relocated to a jurisdiction that optimizes 
the Blockchain part and the Financial trading part with precise and 
well-defined laws. Preferably Switzerland , Lithuania , Mauritius or 
the BVI .

Acquisition of  representative offices:

Another part of the investments will be aimed at the creation of a 
protocol, both digital and financial, allowing a clear and fluid realiza-
tion of the financing and incorporation of the projects. International 
travel and meetings will be expenses items.

Official Protocol and traveling expenses

Part of the investments will be used to pay  professionals of the 
various stages of work to give us the right information and 
the right solutions in order to comply with international laws and 
for the implementation of banking technologies and processes 
capable of generating new cash flows.

Team salaries and External Professional fees .
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Investments in technology will mainly be directed towards appropri-
ate hardware and software products which will have to guarantee 
the correct flow from the Blockchain environment to the traditional 
financial environment (virtual cards, internal pay- ment systems be-
tween token owners, project owners and with the management 
itself).

Expenditure on technology and implementation 
of an ecosystem

Each project will necessarily need initial investments aimed at the ini-
tial documentation, the implementation of the technology intended 
to link the project to our company and the various meetings and trips 
linked to the projects themselves.

Investments in new projects to be incorporated

Marketing is the ingredient that gives our project and the projects we 
are onboarding the necessary visibility and information for investors.
Marketing investments will be targeted in the areas of competence 
and will also have internal staff destined to follow the development of 
the communities.

Marketing and Advertising
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What the 
Future Holds?

The international financial and political instability caused by the pan-
demic and the resulting warfare of recent times has caused a major 
crisis at all levels: both financial and social.

Our client, i.e. our target project, is made up by legal entities that do 
not have the necessary cash funds to implement the financing process 
or processes and who approaches us looking for a financial partner in 
their operational activity: specifically in the project proposed .

Our statistics tell us that 90% of the projects in the world have no way 
of coming to light because they do not have feasibility solutions from 
the current credit system represented by banks.

Due  to  us, these projects will have the opportunity to come to light, 
benefiting of a strong and creative partner. We  see  ourselves  as  a 
dynamic  and  competent  partner  in  giving  the  right  financial  and 
managerial input in the control of expenses and management of proj-
ects.

Again according to our statistics, the projects range is between $25 
millions to $500 millions
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Having stated this, we can safely 
say that our activity must lead us 
to finance an initial project after 
the first six months of operational 
activity, while subsequently at least 
one project will be financed every 
3 months.
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